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A short distance northwest of the Bathurst and Rutherford Road area of Thornhill in Vaughan, Madison
Homes is now marketing a new modern townhome development at the intersection of Ilan Ramon Boulevard
and Lebovic Campus Drive. The new project dubbed 'Real Towns' will feature 79 three‐storey townhome
units spread across 12 blocks, and is now taking registrations.
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A contemporary design by Flanagan Beresford Patteson Architects aims to serve as an aesthetic bridge
between the modern architecture of the adjacent Joseph & Wolf Lebovic Jewish Community Campus and the
more traditional townhome subdivisions that surround the site and Campus. Different combinations using a
palette of natural materials like brick, stone, and wood will create some variety among the 12 blocks of
towns.
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The development's 79 units are available in 3 and 4 bedroom layouts, with sizes ranging from 2,168 ft² to
2,730 ft² and prices starting in the $900,000s. While high‐rise projects like Madison's eponymous twin‐tower
condo near Yonge and Eglinton tend to offer lavish amenity offerings, Real Towns' private backyards cater to
a different lifestyles like growing families.
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We will return with more information as new details of the project emerge. In the meantime, you can
review facts and renderings in the project's dataBase file, linked below. Want to get involved in the
discussion? Check out the associated Forum threads, or leave a comment using the field provided at the
bottom of this page.

To request more info directly from Real Towns click here
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Just steps away from Bathurst Street, north of Rutherford
Road, Madison Homes will soon begun another exciting
legacy in Thornhill, Vaughan. Madison Homes has had a
presence in Thornhill since 2009...
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